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‘‘

Because TIME is four weeks on location,
knowledge of a country and culture is acquired that is indispensable for a compa-

’’

ny that wants to enter a foreign market.
Drs. A Raeijmaekers
Tilburg University | Department of Marketing

THE INTERNATIONAL MARKETING EXPEDITION
The International Marketing Expedition
(TIME) is a foundation with the objective to conduct high level international
market research for Dutch companies who are interested in doing
business in the foreign market.
Customized international
market research
TIME offers the unique chance to conduct completely customized market research in Shanghai, Tokyo and Osaka. The
research will be conducted by selected
students in cooperation with Tilburg
University and the Advisory Board of
TIME. The field research will take place
on location for a period of four weeks.
Throughout the process the consultants are mentored by professors of the
Marketing Department from Tilburg
University. Therefore, a high academic
level
of
quality
is
guaranteed.
Furthermore, based on the findings the report will provide advice for implementation.

Advisory Board
The Advisory Board consists of six professionals, active in the working-field for years
who also participated in TIME in the past.
They take care of the project’s long term
policy by guiding and advising the board
using their professional knowledge from
the field. The TIME board, in cooperation
with this Advisory Board, chooses enterprising, proactive and multidisciplinary students from Tilburg University that will conduct research for participating companies.
Supervision Marketing Department
The Marketing Department from Tilburg
University is highly regarded all over the
world. According to Times Higher Education the faculty is ranked first place in the
Netherlands and third place in Europe
in the field of Business and Economics.
As reported by UT Dallas Research Ranking the faculty is even ranked first place
in Europe. Together with the Advisory
Board, the Marketing Department guarantees the academic quality of the reports.

Previous editions TIME
Successful projects that have
been conducted in the previous
editions focussed on: Canada, India,
Brazil, China, Taiwan, Malaysia and
Indonesia. Companies which participated
in previous editions vary from
multinationals to SMEs, such as Leaseplan,
Secrid, Grand’Italia, DAF Trucks, Imtech,
FrieslandCampina and Philips.
Because of participation in TIME
these companies have made
very useful contacts in
aforementioned countries.

Our strengths
• Tailor-made research
• Field research on location
• Great variety of industries
• Implementation strategy
• Only fifteen available places

Research possibilities
• ABCD analysis
• Consumer analysis
• Segmentation research
• Distribution analysis
• Supplier selection
• Market analysis

Phases
Desk research June - September

• Top-down information gathering
• Develop an initial overview with
potentional partners/new customers
Field research October - November

• Visit potential partners/new customers
• Explore opportunities in Shanghai,
Osaka and Tokyo.
Reporting December - January

• Complete research report/
recommendations
• Present findings to the
company

TOKYO, OSAKA & SHANGHAI
Tokyo
Japan has got the third largest economy
in the world with Tokyo as its management and finance center. Tokyo is Japan’s leading industrial center, with
a highly diversified manufacturing
base for products such as cars, clothing and audio and visual devices.
In 2020, the Olympic Games will take place in
Tokyo.

Osaka
Osaka is after Yokohama the biggest city
of Japan. In the 2017 Global Financial
Centres Index, Osaka was ranked as having the 15th most competitive financial
center in the world and fifth most competitive in Asia. Osaka is located at the
converge of a busy river and sea routes,
causing the city to naturally grow into a
flourishing economic center.
Osaka will host Expo 2025.

Shanghai
Shanghai is the largest city in China and
has been one of its major socioeconomic centers. Shanghai is now facing great opportunities in turning itself into an
international economic, financial and
trade center. China’s continuous economic growth provides a solid base for
Shanghai to move towards this goal.

TIME 2019 | Tokyo, Osaka, Shanghai

COSTS
TIME is a non-profit foundation and therefore conducts research at cost price. Because of
this, the costs are only a fraction of the prices that consultancy firms charge for similar investigations of equivalent quality. In addition the researchers will be on location for a period of
four weeks in contrast to similar investigations, which mainly consist of desk research. For
€5.500,- we offer you a high-quality research on an academic level in Tokyo, Osaka & Shanghai. Additionally, more options might be available depending on if more research will be
conducted. The exact costs will be discussed during the preparation of the quotation depending on the demands in terms of research needed and possibilities within our capabilities.

‘‘

Students come into contact more easily with companies than we do, especially when a university is involved. For this reason companies enter into a conversation more easily with investigators than that they
would do this with us. The research gave us accurate
insights at a relatively low price.

’’

Servi de Vette | LeasePlan Corporation N.V.
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Advisory Board

MSc Ron Colen

Dr. Hans Haans

Part of the advisory board TIME since Jan. 2012 and
currently chairman since 2015. Personally, I was part
of the operational board while having a successful expedition throughout China in 2006. Next to this, I am
a key contributor of the financial turnaround of NXP
Semi since end 2007. Today, I am the strategic and financial business partner/ MT member of a fast growing business within NXP Semi Automotive after
having done the Technology & Operations groups controller function. Both these jobs are at director level.

I am a member of the Marketing Department of the Tilburg school of Economics and Management. The most
important roles I fulfill are those of member of the daily
board of the university, marketing researcher and lecturer. I am participating in the TIME Advisory Board
since 2018 and I hope that my experience with doing
research will make me able to help students in each
stage of the process. I am aware of the struggles students go through when doing research from writing
a proposal to executing interviews with companies. I
have encountered these issues on a daily basis when
I went with TIME to Chili in 2016 as academic supervisor. Time should be a period where students and companies both benefit from the research done abroad.

“TIME is an unique community that brings young/ outgoing high potentials together with dynamic companies
to outgrow competition via the new style of trading, all
supported by the Marketing department of the University
Tilburg and senior professionals from well known multinationals and fast growing companies”.

MSc Joost Vermeer
In 2006 I participated as a consultant for TIME. That
TIME we did research for a Dutch confection company in China, with great future impact. Currently
I’m working for Mars Netherlands as National Account Manager with a 60mio turnover portfolio over
3 different categories. Besides that I’m supporting
the high potentials of Tilburg University at TIME. Especially during the startup and process of their research, but also in their personal development.

MSc Inge van Eekelen

MSc Ton Verhoeven

After participating in TIME as consultant in 2010 and
as committee member in 2011, I am now working for
5 years as a Brand Manager for several FMCG brands
at Mondelez and Mars. I believe my experiences during TIME, both business-wise and personal, have
had a great impact on the successful start of my career as marketeer. This is why I decided to join the
project’s board of advisors in 2013 to be able to actively contribute to the long term success of the project and to make sure many more students in the future are able to have this one-of-a-kind experience.

With the experiences I’ve gained as a Research Consultant during TIME 2013 in Singapore & Malaysia and as
the Operational Officer of TIME 2014 in Dubai & Qatar,
I’m supporting and guiding the current group of high potential students to achieve their goal: conducting market research for Dutch businesses in China and Japan.
Currently, I’m working as Marketing Creative at HORNBACH Bouwmarkt Nederland, where I’m responsible for
concepting, content and creation. It is my job to connect the dots of all our marketing efforts and make sure
that customers are aware of our strong brand values.

MSc Sander Berlinski
During my time as a full time lecturer in various MSc
courses at the Marketing Department of Tilburg University, I joined the advisory board of TIME in order to ensure
a high quality standard of the research projects. Currently I’m working as a Digital Strategist at ISM eCompany
to help large retailers and brand manufacturers to develop their omnichannel strategy and guide them thru
digital transformations. Due to this experience in academics and business, I’m able to help TIME researchers
create valuable and actionable insights for organizations while relying on high quality academic research.
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